The Adventures of Jaqueline, 2018, Videostill, HD Video, 22 min, 2018
Johanna Wagner is active as a film-maker, photographer, painter, writer, presenter of performances and musician – you name it. She is forever expanding her combat zone. Her film “The Adventures of Jaqueline” brings together a broad range of her interests: it is a sweeping, associative
assault on several fronts. Through the perpetual fragmentation, collision, and interweaving of a
wide variety of sequences, absolutely fundamental parameters are gradually, little by little, lifted
off their hinges. Time and space, sense and non-sense become ever less clear. Real landscapes
take on the appearance of virtual spaces, of peripheries, the natural surroundings for unconventional forms of behaviour. In this process, the noisy and the silent, the gaudy and the straightforward continually go hand in hand. Everything takes place in an undefined anywhere, wholly lost
in time between the bio lab, the road movie and a not always seriously intended contemplation of
the soul.
The only unchanging element is the untiringly unyielding eye of the artist herself (aka Jaqueline)
– contemplative, demanding, questing and impassive at one and the same time. An appropriate
gaze for this collaged world.
Stefan Jeske
Butterflies Drink Turtle Tears
Meyer Riegger, Karlsruhe

The Adventures of Jaqueline
Teaser 2 min:

https://vimeo.com/281709779

Massive Brain Power, Performance at Orgelfabrik Karlsruhe, Fotos: C. Zacharias 2019

The basic idea of this

performance was to create a picture and sound composition through the
use, the play with, and the transformation of different materials.
So Alexander Domes has recorded the sounds of the used objects and actions. The collected
sounds were electronically modified and controlled live (loops).
The visual performance can also be described as large format painting.
With spray cream, I trace my own body on the floor.
Then a popcorn machine spits popcorn across the floor indiscriminately and I begin to spread
flour over about 8 square meters of floor space, into which I form drawings with an industrial vacuum cleaner, which creates a large picture on the floor.
Afterwards I make plasticine from flour, salt and food colors.
This is pressed into a brain shape made of plastic and toppled. Brains in mass production - with
the goal of putting as many brains as possible onto my head. Massive brain power.
This activates WAGNER as a character and begins the first piece with David Jungnickel on the
drum machine and Wagner on the microphone.
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WAGNER a.k.a. Mademoiselle X & Operator 1
Performance at Badischen Kunstverein, Juli 2018
exhibition opening of 49° – Kulturelle Produktion in Karlsruhe
Foto: Pietro Pellini
WAGNER
With the invented persona named, Mademoiselle X, the artist Johanna Wagner is
performing complex, gender fluid and timeless characters. Through a carefully choreographed performance, she is changing the costumes and undertaking various
roles as she is performing on the stage. The theatrical accessories such as wigs,
hats, clothes, gloves, disco balls and many other supplementary elements, which
she meticulously selected carry cultural, historical and gender references. As she
is changing the costumes, the video that is being screened on the background
and the live music are also changing. Therefore the dynamic of the performance is
based on a multi-disciplinary platform. Another crucial part of the performance are
the lyrics. They are between poetry and song lyrics. Wagner is between singing,
reading out loud and performing. This beautifully blurred performance shed a light
on the world that we live in today.
Text: Didem Yazici

https://vimeo.com/292118001

Tails ´n Sprouts
Performance cooperation with Ayla Pierrot Arendt
Tails ´n Sprouts is based on our interest in female stereotyps and the action potential of the witch
and the mermaid.
Tails ´n Sprouts was part of the performance series „Monday Gelato“ curated by Bendedikt Seerieder, July 2019
Foto: Paula Kohn

excerpt of the performance:
https://vimeo.com/357210860/bd82257118
link to publication at KubaParis:
https://kubaparis.com/monday-gelato-a-performance-series/

Pulp it, 2019
mixed media on paper, 46 x 61 cm

Pulp,
exhibition view at ßpace, 2019

PULP IT, at ßpace, „die Anstoß e.V.“
Press release:
Drawings. Intermediate forms. In between. Pulp.
Wagner usually works with a variety of media. For „Pulp It“, however, the artist limits herself to
works on paper and on the wall. In the abstract drawings, which are worked on with watercolor,
crayon and felt pens, reflections on actions in space, performances or even memories of travel
are found again - for example painted window panes and lettering in Las Vegas. Frequently,
forms emerge that Johanna describes as intermediate forms, forms borrowed from the interstices
of objects.

Minigolf Mit Blaubeere, 2019 (minigolf with blueberry)
mixed media on paper, 36 x 51 cm

Buterflies Drink Turtle Tears,
Installationview, Meyer Riegger, Karlsruhe, 2018

Silly Smile, 2018
HD video with Sound, burnt ceramics, 00:42 min

Wasser (How Water Affects Me), 2016
HD video with Sound, burnt ceramics, 2,52 min

JT Flag, 2018
HD video with Sound, burnt ceramics, 4,21 min

Performance o.T., 2017
Performance at Josua Tree National Park, JT LAB, Artists´ Tea
press release:
Johanna Wagner, from Karlsruhe, Germany, is an artist in residence at BoxoPROJECTS. Johanna
will start the program with a performance utilizing several elements (sand, water , silk) to deal with
notions of time, and resulting in a living picture.

Silk (1), 2017
Mixed Media on silk, kopper, 130 x 60 x 11 cm
Installationview, Gallerie Meyer Riegger, Karlsruhe, 2018

Joanna‘s Tung (Joshua Tree, Kalifornien), 2017
Inkjet on Hahnemühle Baryta, 44,4 x 64 cm, framed

Buterflies Drink Turtle Tears,
Installationview, Gallerie Meyer Riegger, Karlsruhe, 2018

Seidenwurf (Joshua Tree, Kalifornien), 2018
Inkjet on Hahnemühle Baryta, 44,4 x 64 cm, framed

Sunview (Sunview Luncheonette, New York City), 2018
Inkjet on Hahnemühle Baryta, 71,5 x 106,5 cm, framed

Buterflies Drink Turtle Tears,
Installationview, Meyer Riegger, Karlsruhe, 2018

New York or Bust (New Fitness, Karlsruhe), 2018
Inkjet on Hahnemühle Baryta, 71,5 x 106,5 cm, framed

A Range of Emotions, 2018
Installationview, Kunstverein Erlangen

The artist Johanna Wagner sends a dolphin on a journey through California, performs as a fictional character „Jaqueline“ in a karaoke bar in Las Vegas or creates surreal spaces for her photo
series reminiscent of theatrical stage or film sets.
The solo exhibition „A Range of Emotions“ at the Kunstverein Erlangen gives an insight into an
artistic work that is able to detect theatrical spaces almost everywhere.
Text: Anne Horny
Press release: A Range of Emotions
Kunstverein Erlangen

DELFIN DELFIN (left), CONEY CONEY (right) 2018
Installationview, A Range of Emotions, HD Video, 2018 Kunstverein Erlangen

A Range of Emotions, 2018
Installationview, Kunstverein Erlangen

BULB, 2018
Mixed Media, back behind glas painting and drawing, 72 x 56 cm

Twins, 2018
Mixed Media, back behind glas painting and drawing, 72 x 56 cm

Aquarius, 2018
Installationview, Schriftbilder, letter drawings, at „im Hinterzimmer“, Karlsruhe 2018

You Are Allowed To Cry, 2018
Aquarell und feltpen on paper, 29,7 x 42 cm

